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Abstracf-Thebasicdifferentialequationgoverning
laser noise
is derivedfrom classical and quantum mechanical considerations.
Its linearized Van DerPolform is used to derive the frequency,
field, and intensity fluctuation spectra.
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HE PROBLEM of the quantum mechanical limitations to the spectral purity of the laser output

has occupied numerous investigators [ 11- [ 51 . The
theoretical analyses of this problem depend heavily on
advanced quantum-field formalisms or, equivalently, on
density-matrixtreatments of the quantized field-atom
system. Thesetreatmentshave,
for allpracticalpurposes, putthe understanding of this field beyond the
reach of all but a smallgroup of specialists.
The purpose 'of thisanalysis is to rederiveall the
known results concerning the laser noise spectrum from
a semiclassical point of view. The laser is treated as an
oscillator with a saturable gain which is driven by noise.
The exact form of the gain saturation is of key importance in a, laser noise analysis and considerable care is
devoted to its formulation. This can be done rigorously
by a n electromagnetic derivation of the laser equation
and by using Lamb'sresultsfor
the induced atomic
polarization [6]. The resulting differential equation (11)
is of the Van Der Pol [7] form. The Van Der Pol equationhas been used to treat oscillation problems by a
number 0.f investigators [3], [7], [8]. Below threshold
it reduces tothat of alinear
oscillator. Well above
threshold where the fluctuating components of the laserfield amplitude are small it can be linearized. The derivations of the linearized Van Der Pol equations (16) and
(17) starting from electromagnetic andquantum-mechanical considerations is the main contribution of this
paper. ?"he rest of the paper involves thestraightforwardderivation of the laser-noise spectrafromthese
equations.
Thethreetypes
of laserspectra areillustratedby
Fig. 1. They are,respectively: a) the laser frequencyfluctuation spectium WS,(.a),
b) the laser power-fluctuationspectrum W ~ p ( n and
) , c)the laser-field spectrum
W ,( 0 ): The first of these Wau(Q) has not, to our knowledge, been considered before. It is important for signalto-noise considerations involving FM lasermodulation
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Fig. 1. A blockdiagramdemonstrating a typical arrangementfor
measuring the various noise spectra of a laser oscillator.
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Fig. 2. The frequency plot of the variousspectra. (a) The gain
profile of the lasingmedium. (b) The spectra of the in-phase
( W N ~n))
( andquadrature (WN,(n)) driving-noiseamplitudes.
(c)The spectrum of the frequency deviation. (d) The power
fluctuation spectrum. (e) The laser-field spectrum.

since W,(Q) appears as additive noise in the final demodulated output. It also plays a key role in the derivation of the so-called "phase-noise" spectrum W,(o).
The basic interrelationships of the three noise spectra
are illustrated by Fig. 2.
In addition t o the conventional parametric description.
of the laser spectra, we'show that an equivalent descrip-
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tioncan be found using the saturationintensity,the
cavity losses, and the pumping ratio.
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of (9), (7) assumes a form

11. DERIVATION
OF THE VANDER POLEQUATIONS
The tota’l field in the laser resonator is expanded in provided xE(l) = 0, x ~ ( =~ 0) which is true when the
Slater modes [9]
oscillation frequency wz is equal to the atomic transition
frequency watomic. &,(t) is a normalized mode amplitude
which is proportional to p l (t). The normalization constant
chosen without loss of
and the dimensions of s1 aregenerality in such a way that &,’(t) is the average mode
energy (here the bar denotes time averaging over a time
long compared to 2?r/wz). The parameters r, a, and y
with
are thus determined. This will be discussed in detail later
in this paper.
V X Ha = L,E,,
V X E, = k,H,
We account for the random polarization of the inverted
atomicpopulation andthat duetothermal
fields by
(EaX EJ dv = L ,
k, = w,d p e .
(3) introducing a random stationary “force” N ( t )
Substitute (1) and (2) into Maxwell’s equation
ds
d2 s1
y dsZ3
- (r - a ) -2 - __ W i 2 & 1 = N(t)
(11)
d t2
dt
3 dt

1

+

+

+

0 1 ‘v m a t o m i c .

Multiplyby El andintegrate
The result is

over the cavity volume.

0-

W12qr

=

-;
P, -

where P,,, (r, t ) is the medium polarization due to the
resonant laser transition, and (r is the effective medium
conductivity.From the Maxwell equation V X E =
- (dB/dt) we obtain

P, =

(6)

!jl

which when used in the derivative of ( 5 ) results in the
oscillator equation

The next step is to use Lamb’s self-consistent treatment
of the laser oscillator [6]. Early inthis analysis Lamb
expresses the dependence of the induced polarization at
w l on the inducing electric field of the same frequency
up to third order in the field amplitude. This relationship
canbe
summarized by writing the local dependence
between the induced polarization P,,,(r, t) andthe
inducing electric field

E l ( t ) = Eo(t)COS olt

(8)

as
pres

(r, t)

=

+ XE(3)Eo3(t)lcos
+ [Xr(’)Eo(t)+ ~r(~)Eo3(t)I
sin wzt

[XR(l)EO(t)

colt

(9)

where E,(t) is a “slowly” varying real function, and the

R and I subscripts denote,respectively, the real (in-phase)
“and imaginary (quadrature) susceptibilities.
It can be shown by a tedious, butstraightforward
substitution that by assuming a dependence in the form

We note that r = u/e is the rate of intensity decay, The
saturable gain of the laser medium is accounted for by
the term a - y e 2 in (11).We also note that a E W ~ X ~ ( ~ ) ( V
and y E W ~ X ~ ( ~By
) ( ignoring
U).
the frequency dependence
of a and y in (11) we are limiting, at the outset., any
results derived from the following analysis to spectral
regions comparable to the laser gain linewidth Auatomic
[i.e., the width of xI(v)]. Since the various spectral widths
which characterize the laser spectrum turn out, as summarized in Fig. 2, to be considerably smaller than Awatomio,
the neglect of the frequency dependence of a and y is
justified. A crucial point tothe validity of the representation of the laser oscillation by (11) is thatthe
saturation
term
has
to be taken
as
d s l 3 / d t rather
than a ( d & , / d t ) where the bar denotes time averaging.
Equation (11) is of the Van DerPol form [7]. The
nonlinear term involving s13plays a key role in determining the spectral properties of the laser field. Without
it the spectrum of &(t) will correspond simply to that
of N ( t ) going through a linear resonant filter with a
Lorentzianbandwidth (r - a). This is essentially the
case below threshold where the cubic term can be neglected. Above threshold, however, the nonlinear term
determines the steady-state oscillation level as well as
the nature of the laser “noise.”
The VanDerPolequationin
the form of (11) has
been considered in some detail by Caughey [7].
The field quantity &(t) is-chosen
without loss of
generality in such a way that szZ(t)is the average mode
energy. The parameters r, a, y , as well as the dimension
of N ( t ) arethus determined.These will be considered
in detail later in this paper.
The laser field &,(t)is taken in the form
s2(t) = Eo cos colt

+ C,(t) cos w L t + S,(t> sin w z t

(12)

where C,(t) and S,(t) are the “slowly” varying fluctuation

)
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amplitudes.We will also assume inwhat follows that
the laser is sufficiently above threshold so that E: >> C:,
Sn2.We substitute (12) into (11). I n expanding the term
-y(dsZ3/dt) in (11) we discard nonsynchronous terms
involving sin (3wtt) and cos ( 3 4 ) . We also neglect the
termswhich areproportional to S;E,, C:E0, S:, and
C:, keeping only those proportional to E:,E:S,,EO’C,,.
I n addition, we ignore
3, but keep W ~ C ,and w2fL
consistent withour
“slow” behaviorassumption. The
result after substantial algebra is

to know the spectral densityfunctions W NJ w ) and W N(0)
.
of N , ( t ) and N8(t).
We start by recognizing that (11) holds for a passive,
i.e., unpumped resonator, where a = 0 and ?E2 << r.
In thiscase (1 1) becomes

a’& + r a & + o Z 2 &= N(t).

--

-201Cn

+ (r - ~t)(-wzEo - mlCn +

at

at2

e,,

Taking the Fourier transform of (18) and solving for &(a)
results in
&(a) =

fin)

N(4

o z 2- o2

+ iwr

.

The average energy in the resonator mode is thus

__

Emode= &’(t) = lim ?!!
/m
T-tm

.cos ozt

=

T

-m

I ET(a)I2d o

N(t).

Next we express the random “force” N ( t ) as

Where we used &(o) = E * ( - o ) to limit the integration
to
real frequencies. The symbol T represents an integraN ( t ) = N,(t) cos 02t N 8 ( t )sin olt
(14)
tion time. Since in typical optical laser resonators o2 >
where N o( t ) and N , ( t ) are slowly varying random Gauslo%,we replace the last term in (20) by
sian fields. Equating cosine and sine terms on both sides
of (13) we notice the existence inside the square brackets
of terms which do not involve C, or X,. Equating their
sum t o zero gives

+

E,’

4

= - (a -

Y

r)

Assuming that N T ( o )is nearly constant over a region
of width r centered on w 2 , the integration yields

for the average intensity.
Using (14) and (15) in (13) and equating cosine and
sinetermsseparately gives, assuming >> d/dt,
where

Subject to the limitations previously mentioned, these
remarkably simple equations describe the
statistical
nature of the laser field. These, together with (15), are
our key working equations. They display a basic qualitative difference between the behavior of the quadrature
component of the laser fluctuation field Sn and thein-phase
component C,. While the latter acts as a spring with a
“spring constant” proportional to the intensity E:, the
first is formally equivalent to the displacement of a free
particle with no restoring force. The intensityfluctuations
spectrum,determined by C,, will consequently become
fainterand
broaderwith
increasing frequency while
the frequencyspectrum is flat. The detailed behavior
of the various spectrais considered below.

is the spectral density function of N(t).’
The mode energy as given by (22) isequaltothe
thermal excitation energy of the mode so that

so that

The last expression gives .the thermal contribution to the
spectraldensity function of the random driving force.
The effect of an invertedpopulationis
to add a term
proportional to the number N , of spontaneously emitting
atoms. This term is similar to (25) except that here we

The Spectrum of the Random Driving Force
1 The definition (23) of W,(W) and all our
subsequent
use
spectral densities is consistent with
From (16) and (17) it follows that the laser spectrum is
m
determined the
spectra
by
of the random
driving
forces
lim
T
T-m’S
IN(t)lzdl = f w N ( w ) d w .
T O
0
N , (t) and N,(t) as defined by (14). Specifically, we need

of
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replace r by -CY, the‘atomic “loss” rate,and replace
by (ga/g1)(N1/N2) [lo] where N1 and N 2 are the

&(tw/kT)

1974

zoo{

populations of the lower and upper laser levels, respectively, and g1 and g2 are the level degeneracies.
The inversion contribution to WN(wz)
is then

2

0

Above threshold the population N, saturates at a
value corresponding to CY = r so that putting CY = r in
(26) and adding it to (25) results in

The frequency dependence of W,(w) can be recovered
by noting thatthe spontaneous-emission contribution
is proportional to
the transition line-shape function g(w)
so that above threshold

3

4

5

kHz

Fig. 3. The frequency-deviation spectrum WS,(a ) as observed by
Mannes and Siegman [Ill.

and the instantaneous frequency3 is
w(t)

de
NN w I - __
&z(t>.
at
EO

Using (16)
4rwI2

W,(w) = -

(28)

lr

footnote

We will also need the spectraldensityfunctions
of
N , ( t ) and N,(t) as defined by (14). In a manner consistent
with the last
are2

W,,(3)
Plots of W,(w),
Fig. 2(a) and (b).

W,,(3)

=

=

2WN(Q

+

Wl).

(29)

&(t)

ZG

~ ( t-)

=

1
-N,(t)
2WEO

so that
(32)
The average power output of the atomic system, including that going to losses, is

W N , ( 3 ) and
,
WNa(Q)
are shown in

p = -rEo2

(324
P
111.THESPECTRAL
DENSITY
OF THE L,ASER
FREQUENCY
whichwhenused
in (32)together with (28) and(29)
I n this section we obtain an expression for the spectral
gives
density function Wa,(O) of the instantaneous frequency
deviation & ( t ) = ~ ( t -) <oz of the laser. The spectrum
Waw(.n)can be obtained experimentally by beahing a
test laser with a fa.r stabler laser, feeding the difference
frequency signa,l to a limiter-discriminator, andthen
performing a spectral analysis on the output. This was
the method employed by Mannes and Siegman [ 111.
The resulting spectrum is of direct practical significance
indetermining the signal-to-noise ratio in frequency(33)
modulated laser communication systems.
The frequency spectrum is thus flat up t,o 0 yu ~
q
Starting with (12) and assuming Eo >> C,, S,, we can where the first term in thesquarebrackets
begins to
write the laser field as
drop off. The much smaller thermal contribution reprer)

+ C&l

W )

[E,

e(t)

-tan-’

where

COS

+

[ ~ , t e(t)]

(y)-=x
M

(0

(30)

(31)
of

sented by n t h persists t o higher frequencies. It is plotted,
qualitatively, in Fig. 2 (c) .
The inverse depedence of flat
W , , ( G ) the
on P and
nature of the spectrum were observed in the experiment
Mannesand Siegman [ l l ] . A representativesample
of their data is shown in Fig. 3.
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We will show, later in this paper, that y is inversely
proportional to the saturation intensity Is of the laser
medium, so that to minimize the FM noise one needs a
laser with a small saturation intensity. In addition, the
external output coupling should be reduced (thus minimizing r ) and the pumping OL maximized.

The conclusions of this section are in agreement with
the discussion of Haus [8] and with the experiments of
Mannes and Siegman [ 111.

V. THEFIELDSPECTRUM
Here we consider the spectral density function W,(w)
of the full laser field

IV. POWER
FLUCTUATIONS
SPECTRUM
&(t) = E, cos w i t C&) cos w z t S,(t) sin w Z t . (40)
Here we are considering the spectrum of the fluctuations in the power output of the laser,i.e., of the quantity. This is the spectrum thatwill be displayed by an experiment inwhich, conceptually, the laser field passes through
AP 3 P(t> - Paversge.
a tunable Fabry-Perot high-finesse etalon and the output
intensity is plotted versus the tuning frequency. Because
From (12) and the relation
of the narrowspectruminvolved
here thisresultis
__
achieved in practice byfirst beating the test
laser against a
P(t) = rE2(t)
stable reference laser, which is offset slightly in frequency,
one obtains well above threshold (Eo >> C,, 8,)
and then performing a spectral analysis on the resulting
beat signal [ll].
The field &(t) can also be expressed, as in (30), by
so that
~ ( t ) [E, c,(t)lCOS [ w z t e(t>l.
(41)

+

+

+

=

+

In the following we neglect thecontribution to the
C,(t) cos [ w l ( t ) 8(t)]
field spectrum W&) due to the term
relative to that of

+

f ( t ) = E , COS [wzt

so that
(37)
and from (28), (29), and (35)

+ e(t)l.

(42)
A simple consideration shows that the spectrum of the
neglected term is broad(width = 2yEOz), centered on
oZand with a.total area proportional to
P I . The spectrum
of (a),
on the other hand, has a total area proportional
to P and a width a Pl.At w = o1the ratioof the spectra
varies as P3.The spectraldensity of the laser field is thus
due mainly to the random nature of 8 ( t ) in (42) and
is consequently referred to, sometimes, as phase noise.
Returning to (41) we write it as
~ ( tM
)
=

E,

COS

[wzt

+ e(t)J

i 0 l l

E, R e [e

e io(,) ] = E, R e [v(t)e""']

where

v(t) = e"'').

(43)

We first derive the spectrum of u( t ) . According to
Rowe [12] the autocorrelation function of u ( t ) is
for 1/+EO2 << AW,,~,,,*~.
A qualitative plot of W A ~ ( is. ~shown
) in Fig. 2 (d).
Of particular interest are the values W,Q, (0) which in a
given laser is inversely proportional to the power and
the half-frequency

C,(T)

= (v(dv*(t

+4)

where W,(O) is given by (32) and (33). The last expression for C, ( 7 ) applies when the phase B(t) is a random Gaussianprocess whichis not, necessarily, stationary.
Since e ( t ) z
S, ( t )/ E o , i t follows from (16) that O ( t )
is a Gaussian process being linearly related to the Gaussian force term No( t ).
'-

where P is the average power output. We note from (11)
t h a t CY -r corresponds to the value of the temporal rate
of increase of the stored energy in the oscillator without
saturation. We thus find that while the average power
is saturated the full unsaturated gain is still available
to suppress fluctuation in the power.

4 A factor of 2 difference.between the exponent of (44)a d the
quoted result of Rowe E121 is due to o w definition of Wsu(D)
which is 5eso for D
0.

<
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TABLE I
P A R A M E T E R S D E T E R M I N I N G THE

NOISEP E R F O R M A N C E

O F S O M ELOW-POWER
LASERS

8nhu tspont
2
g(vo)t2
(watts/&)

v(m3

Laser

I =
s

-(axbxc)

(0.5 x 0.005 x 0.005)

-

\

R

=

7 W6w(0)

1.5 x
atQ:=2

0.99

6 x 106

low pressure

He

and

800

10-5

CO?

*'laser
1

4 x 10-7

Ne

(R = 0.995)

(0.5 x 0.001 x 0.001)

6

2.9

X

4

10

3 x 10

1.5 x

GaAs

50 x 10-6x 300 x

h = 0.85
v = 2.25 x 10

( r = Loss constant
x ')

3 x

2.4 x 107

1.3 X 106
a
a t - = 10

The field spectrum is plotted in Fig. 2 (e) and has a
Lorentaian shape with a full width a t half maximum of

Using (32) in (44) gives

r>-

u
10

7.7 x 10-3
a
at - = 2

1
Amatomic

or from (49)

where the limitation T > AW,~,,,,,~~-~
enables us to treat
W s , ( O ) as a constant in the integration of (44).
The spectral density of 2, ( t ) is

From (43) it follows that the spectrum of the laser field
is related to that of 2, ( t ) by

so that

where h v c = r / 2 ~is the full linewidth of the passive
resonator.
This is theresult obtainedoriginallyby
Schawlow
and Townes [I]. The numerical fa.ctor in (51) depends
on the statistical nature of the random driving function
and the type of laser broadening. Our result applies to
the case of a,band-limitedrandom
driving-noise term
N ( t ) in the limit of homogeneous broadening [ 111.
By comparing (49) to (29) and (32) we obtainthe
following relationship between AvZand Ws,(O)
AV=
~ +Wau(0).

(52)

This relation between the two spectra was noted experimentally [ll].

VI. DISCUSSION
The noise characteristics of the laser are summarized
in Fig. 2, which also contains the dependence of the pea.k
values and the widths of the various no,ise spectra. It
has become customary to express the dependence of these
parameters on the laser power P as indicatedin the
figure.An alternativeapproachand
onewhich affords
a better physical insight is to express them as a function
of the (passive) resonator loss rate T , the pumping ratio
(the factor by which threshold pumping is exceeded) +,
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and the laser-medium saturation intensity l a where [13]
(53)
Comparing the conventional expression
the power emitted by the atomic
system
(Vr/c)l,[(a/r) - 11 to our result

1131 for
P =

(54)
we obtain

r

-

2c
VI,

(55)

thus relating the parameter y introduced in (10) to the
saturation intensity I s and the mode volume V . Using
(55) we expressed in Fig. 2 t.he key parameters of the
laser spectra as a function of IS) r, and ajr. The laser
linewidt,h h v z , and according to (52) 1/2 W*,(O) are
expressible in this fashion as

L

91

which affords a different insight to the parametric dependence of Av, and W s W .
A tabulation of typical values of these parameters in
some lasers is given
Table
in
I.
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